International and Domestic Shipping Costs
No Minimum Order Value, So If You Want One Item That Is Fine By Us
EU member states free shipping from £55.00.
1/ Orders up to £54.99 will be charged shipping at £13.00 and sent via UK Royal Mail postage untracked and uninsured
(*Please Note*).
2/ Orders over £54.99 will be shipped FREE and sent via tracked Royal Mail, or if over 2kg a courier services.
3*/ Any order below £54.99 can be upgraded to courier at a cost of £20.00 (£7.00 more than the default setting) this is
tracked and insured. With tracked and insured shipping, we can let you know where your order is at all times - from when it
leaves our warehouse to when it gets to you

USA free shipping from £75.00.

1/ Orders up to £69.99 will be charged shipping at £20.00 and sent via UK Royal Mail postage untracked and uninsured
(*Please Note*).
2/ Orders over £69.99 will be shipped FREE and sent via tracked Royal Mail, or if over 2kga courier services.
3*/ Any order below £69.99 can be upgraded to a courier at a cost of £25.00 (£5.00 more than the default setting) this is
tracked and insured. With tracked and insured shipping, we can let you know where your order is at all times - from when it
leaves our warehouse to when it gets to you.

Rest Of The World free shipping from £90.00.
1/ Orders up to £89.99 will be charged shipping at £20.00 and sent via UK Royal Mail postage untracked and uninsured
(*Please Note*).
2/ Orders over £89.99 will be shipped FREE and sent via tracked Royal Mail, or a courier services.
3*/ Any order below £89.99 can be upgraded to courier at a cost of £30.00 (£10.00 more than the default setting) this is
tracked and insured. With tracked and insured shipping, we can let you know where your order is at all times - from when it
leaves our warehouse to when it gets to you.

UK free shipping from £35.00.

1/ Orders up to £34.99 will be charged shipping at £5.00 and sent via UK Royal Mail postage 72hour tracked services.
(*Please Note*).
2/ Orders over £34.99 will be shipped FREE and sent via tracked Royal Mail 72hour, or if over 2kg a courier services.
3*/ Any order below £34.99 can be upgraded to UPS at a cost of £10.00 (£5.00 more than the default setting) this is
tracked and insured. With tracked and insured shipping, we can let you know where your order is at all times - from when
it leaves our warehouse to when it gets to you.

*Please Note* that the option 1/ is the cheapest and so our default setting, it is sent via UK Royal Mail.
By choosing to leave the default postal option of UK Royal Mail post on your order, rather than the option Courier Post (which
is tracked and insured) you agree to accept that 4Ground Ltd and therefore
www.4ground.co.uk are not responsible for the order once it has been handed over to Royal Mail – note a
certificate of posting is produced to assure you that the order was handed over to Royal Mail.
3*/ Please note even though choosing or being upgraded to a courier option this does not mean we will ship the product next
day. This upgrade is to give you a tracked and ensured option. With all our kits as we are the manufacturer there can be up to
a 15working day period for orders to be fulfilled.
4Ground Ltd reserve the right to change the postage rates as and when it see fits without notice.

